ALFED UPDATE
Alfred to celebrate 50th anniversary Jan/Feb 12
Alfred appoints president March/April 14
Annual luncheon explores key issues/ EAA welcomes Iceland July/Aug 10

ALUMINIUM EXIBITIONS
A new venue means more exhibitor space Jul/Aug 44

AUTOMOTIVE
Automotive leads US recovery May/June 36

BRAZIL UPDATE
Brazilian sheet and plates market Jan/Feb 8
Markets and costs are king Sept/Oct 14

CASTHOUSE
Thermocouple protection tubes: integral for casthouse efficiency Jan/Feb 41
A casting table maintenance system: Aluar's key to quality billets Jan/Feb 45
A fused magnesium chloride containing refining flux May/June 42
Optimised grain refinement Sept/Oct 87

CHINA UPDATE
China's five-year industry plan March/April 12
CNIA: Only modest output growth March/April 12
Flat-rolling capacity set to grow May/June 10
China Aluminium Rolling Industry report 2010-2012 May/June 12
How technology saves the Chinese aluminium industry Sept/Oct 20

CONFERENCE REPORT
Arabal 2011: The rise of the Middle East Jan/Feb 50
Opportunities in bauxite residue Jan/Feb 54
Walt Disney magic sparkles on TMS 2012 March/April 51
Automotive provides US cheer May/June 39
Pyrotek's 5th International Metal Quality Workshop July/Aug 28
World's executives meet in Abu Dhabi July/Aug 38

COUNTRY REPORT
The development of Brazil's Aluminium industry July/Aug 36
China: Go West! Nov/Dec 10
Australia: Balancing environment and economy Nov/Dec 14

COUNTRY FOCUS
Canada continues to thrive May/June 26
Rodding shop technology made simple May/June 30
Gulf Euro exports dampened by tax Sept/Oct 58
Dubai's leading regional role Sept/Oct 61
Turkey's strategic advantage Sept/Oct 65

ENERGY/ENVIRONMENT
How to ‘de-bottleneck’ a smelter ventilation system Nov/Dec 22
Centralised gas treatment centres Nov/Dec 25
Industry fears increase in scrap exports Nov/Dec 27

EXTRUSION
ET event in Miami prepares for lift off March/April 17
Automated stretching lines March/April 19
Tribological investigation on CVD coated aluminium extrusion dies March/April 25
Press safety from a hydraulic system design perspective March/April 28
Danielle Breda secures Chinese order March/April 30
The art of building extrusion presses March/April 31
Tooling solutions for a press March/April 33
Fujian Aluminium expands March/April 34
Partnership improves extrusion division March/April 35
Aluminium in solar power systems March/April 36
Achieving isothermal extrusion using billet mapping March/April 38

FURNACES
A new generation electromagnetic metal moving system July/Aug 25
Furnaces Buyers’ Guide 2013 Nov/Dec

HANDLING
Can simulating traffic in a potroom help bring cost savings? May/June 23

INDIA UPDATE
Coal prices hamper Indian producers July/Aug 8

PERSPECTIVES
Jean Simard, president and CEO of the Aluminium Association of Canada: ‘We are part of the future’ Sept/Oct 92
Allan G Roy, president of Spokane, USA-based Pyrotek: ‘We should promote recyclability’ Sept/Oct 97
Max Wiestner, senior manager at Switzerland-based ABB: A good business outlook Sept/Oct 100
Laurie Palmer, managing director of UK-based Arun Technology: ‘Aluminium won’t lose its edge’ Sept/Oct 104
Dirk Kuiken, CEO of Netherlands-based Hencon Group: All things being equal Nov/Dec 36
Jan O Yttredal, chairman of Alu1: Focusing on primary aluminium Nov/Dec 39

PRIMARY
A simulator solution for pot machine training Jan/Feb 15
Six Sigma at Asas Aluminium Jan/Feb 18
An outline of a smelter for tomorrow Jan/Feb 22
Data dashboards to improve a company’s business intelligence Jan/Feb 25
Plasma treatment of spent pot liner Jan/Feb 28
Rusal completes VAS modernization Jan/Feb 32
Helios: A firing & control system for anode baking Jan/Feb 34
Dubal strengthens casting position Jan/Feb 38
Dubal achieves 1Mt output again March/April 50
Cathode design brings energy savings March/April 53
Evolution of a pot ramming machine May/June 46
Cash solution helps provide Dubai growth May/June 47
Seawater scrubbing to reduce SO2 May/June 48
Reducing roof vent emissions Sept/Oct 73
Hydrogen fluoride emissions reduction from anode butts using covered trays Sept/Oct 77
Trimet: Martin Iffert. Forget cheap energy Nov/Dec 18

ROLLING
Final batch anneal: Process issues affecting the quality of foil May/June 15
Coolant strategy saves mill 90% of its waste costs during rolling May/June 18
INDEX 2012

Work on Oman rolling mill continues May/June 20
The world’s widest cold mill May/June 21

SAFETY
Aluminium industry can learn from Deepwater oil rig disaster May/June 32

SECONDARY
Strategy for a sustainable industry July/Aug 13
Are plants blowing up – when they don’t need to? July/Aug 19
Don’t forget to reduce impurities July/Aug 22

SOFTWARE
Managing incoming raw materials July/Aug 33

SURFACE TREATMENT
Good surface preparation can save lives – and money Nov/Dec 29
The benefits of wet-blasting Nov/Dec 33

SUSTAINABILITY
From mine to market Oct 31

Aluminium – a precious metal Sept/Oct 37
The importance of ‘lightweighting’ Sept/Oct 41
Investment for a sustainability future Sept/Oct 44
Dubai: tight control reduces emissions Sept/Oct 48
Destroying the red menace Oct 51

UKRAINE UPDATE
Row threatens Ukrainian industry Jan/Feb 10

THERMAL ANALYSIS
Energy saving from a reduction pot March/April 41
Computational thermodynamics applied to aluminium alloys March/April 46

TRANSPORT
Farnborough International Airshow 2012 Sept/Oct 83

USA UPDATE
Demand set to improve in 2012 March/April 10
Recycling top of the agenda in USA March/April 8
Power games Sep/Oct 12
All systems go for aluminium Nov/Dec 8
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